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This paper gives a theore m on combinations of segs in a finite, connec ted , undirected graph. The n 
the theore m is specialized to combinations of cut sets, giving a theore m first pro ven by Ma yeda. The 
paper contains an example showing that modifiers added to Ma yeda' s theore m by Yau , in the Journal 
of th e Franklin Institute, Janu ary 1962, yield a fal se theorem. Finally, the pa pe r discusses the prac· 
ticability of algorithms de veloped by Mayeda and Yau and based on Mayeda's theore m. 
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This paper, which deals with finite connected undirected graphs, calls attention to an erron
eous statement of a theorem of MAYEDA [2]' made by YAU [4] in The J ournal of the Franklin In
s titute. Counterexamples are given to the theorem as stated. In addition , the theorem is generalized 
and the proof is given in a more compact form than Mayeda's proof. Finally, the practi cability of 
Mayeda's and Yau's algorithms is discussed. 

The fundam ental term s of graph theory are used without furth er explana tion in this paper , 
but seve ral impor tant words are de fined to avoid a mbiguity: 

Definition 1. Let Wand W I be a partition of the vertices of a graph G into two disjoint nonempty 
sets. The seg [3], denoted by (W , W'), is the se t of all edges with on e end point in Wand one end 
point in W' . The set W (or W') together with those edges having both end points in W (or W') will 
be called a piece. A maximal connected subgraph of a piece or a graph is a component. 

Definition 2. A cut set is a seg such that each of the pieces generated by the seg is a compone nt. 
A cut set may also be defined as a minimal set of edges in a graph such that the removal of this set 
from the graph divides the graph into two connected subgraphs. 

Definition 3. A basic seg (or basic cut set) with respect to two specified vertices v and w is a 
seg (W, W') such that ve W implies we W'. In a connected graph a seg uniquely defines the sets 
of vertices that determine the two pieces [1 ; Exercise 1-20]; thus, this definition is unambiguous. 
A nonbasic seg (or a nonbasic cut set) is a seg such that the two specified vertice s v and ware in 
the same piece W. 

Definition 4. A fundamental set of cut sets [4] with respect to a spanning tree T of a connected 
graph G having v vertices is a set of cut sets such that each branch of T is in exactly one of these c ut 
sets, and each of the cut sets includes exactly one branch of T. It can be shown that each spanning 
tree uniquely determines a fundamental set, and that a fundamental set contains v- I cut sets which 
are linearly independent (i.e., the associated binary vectors are linearly independent modulo 2). 

It is well known [1; chap. 5] that any set of v-I linearly independent segs of a graph G- in 
particular, any fundamental set of cut sets - will generate all segs (including, of course, all cut sets) 
by the ring s um operation (i.e. , modulo 2 addition of the associated binary vectors). 

·Consultanl. Present address: 211 3 South Dinwiddie Street, Arlington, Va. 22206. 
I Figures in brackets indica te the literature references at the e nd of this paper. 
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For any subsets P and Q of the vertices of G, let (P, Q) denote the set of all edges with one end 
point in P and the other in Q. Referring to figure 1, for any two segs, 

we have the representations 

51 = (A n B, A' n B) U (A n B, A' n B') U (A n B', A' n B) U (A n B', A ' n B'), 
52 = (B n A, B' n A) U (B n A, B ' n A') U (B n A', B ' n A) U (B n A', B' n A') 

= (A n B, A n B') U (A n B , A' n B') U (A n B', A' n B) U (A' n B , A' n B') 

as disjoint unions. Thus , 

51 n 52 = (A n B, A' n B') U (A n B', A' n B), 
51 EB52 = (A n B, A' n B) U (A n B' , A' n B ') U (A n B, A n B') U (A' n B , A' n B') 

= (A n B, A EB B) U (A' n B' , A EB B) 
= (A EB B, (A EB Bn . 

M N 

K 

FIGURE 1. Combination of the two segs 51 and 5,. 

If 51 and 52 are distinct segs, so that neither A = B nor A' = B holds, then A EB B oF- 0 and so 
(since G is connected) 51 EB 52 oF- 0. As seen in figure 1, the set of edges of 5 1 EB 52 is just I U J 
UKUL. 2 

Using the above notation, the following theorem and corollary are immediate: 
THEOREM: Given a graph G, with respect to selected vertices v and w: 

(a) the ring sum of a basic seg and nonbasic seg is a basic seg; 
(b) the ring sum of two basic segs is a nonbasic seg; and 
(c) the ring sum of two nonbasic segs is a nonbasic seg. 

PROOF: Denote the segs, as above, as 5 1 =(A, A') and 52 =(B, B'), so that 

51 EB52 = (A tfJB, (A tfJB)'). 

The notation can be chosen so that veA n B; hence ve(A EB B)'. If 51 is basic and 52 nonbasic, 

2 In figure 1. it should be noted that the lines /. j, etc., represent sets of edges, some of which may be empty. This form of diagram, due to Arthur M. Hobbs of 
the National Bureau of Standards, was found useful while carrying out the research reported in this paper. 
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then wEA' nBc A EBB; hence 51 EB52 is basic. If 51 and 52 are both basic, then wEA' n B' 
c (A EB B)' ; hence 5 I EB 52 is nonbasic. Finally, if 5 I and 52 are nonbasic, then W EA nBc (A EB B)' , 
so again 5 I EB 52 is nonbasic. 

COROLLARY: (Mayeda) 3 Let G be connected, finite and undirected. Then with respect to a pair 
of vertices: 

(a) the ring sum of a basic cut set and a nonbasic cut set is either a basic cut set or a disjoint 
union of cut sets, an odd number of which are basic; and 

(b) the ring sum of two basic cut sets, or of two nonbasic cut sets, is either a nonbasic cut set or 
a disjoint union of cut sets, an even number of which are basic. 

PROOF: Let 5 and T be two cut sets and let R = 5 EB T. Every cut set is a seg; clearly a non basic 
seg cannot be a basic cut set. Thus in both cases, if R is a cut set the theorem implies the corollary 
immediately. But if R is a seg, it has a disjoint decomposition into cut sets [1]. If one of the cut sets 
5 and T is basic and the other nonbasic, by part (a) of the theorem, R is basic. Suppose some de
composition of R did not contain an odd number of basic cut sets. Then, by parts (b) and (c) of the 
theorem, R as the ring sum of its decomposition would be nonbasic , a contradiction. Similarly, if 
R is nonbasic and a decomposition of R contains an odd number of basic cut sets, the ring sum of 
the decomposition is basic, another contradiction. 

Yau [4] stated the above corollary with part (b) phrased as follows: (italics mine) 
(ii) the ring sum of two basic cut sets is either a nonbasic cut set or a disjoint union of basic 

cut sets; 
(iii) the ring sum of two nonbasic cut sets is either a nonbasic cut set or a disjoint union of 

nonbasic edge cut sets. 
Mayeda's statement [2] of this corollary does not contain the adjectives italicized above; 

parts (ii) and (iii) are false with these qualifiers. Figure 2 illustrates a counter-example to YAU's 
statement of these parts. If the selected vertices are v = 2 and w = 3, then cut sets A and Bare 
basic, but A EB B can be decomposed only into CUD, and neither C nor D is basic. Again, if the 
selected vertices are v= 1 and w= 4, the unique decomposition of A EB B into CUD, the disjoint 
union of basic cut sets, contradicts statement (iii) above. 

Although the algorithms presented by MAYEDA and YAU ~re logically satisfactory, their 
practicability is another matter. Assuming a Hamiltonian path can be found between v and w in 
a graph with n vertices, 2n - 2 ring sums must be formed and the results tested for minimality. With 
n = 50, not a large graph in modern practice, present-day computers cannot perform the roughly 
1015 ring summations and tests required. This illustrates the serious need in graph theory for im
proved computational methods necessarily based on more powerful theoretical results. 

I thank Alan Goldman and Arthur Hobbs for the valuable advice they gave me during the 
preparation of this note. 

3 In his state me nt of this theorem . Y AU used the term "branch cut-sets" to distinguish them from cut sets containing vertices. We have dropped the modi fier 
since it is unnecessary here. 
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FIGURE 2. Counterexample - Seg A EEl B decomposes into cut 
sets C and D. 
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